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Abstract 

Vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) is regarded as the most 

upcoming and demanding technology for transportation 

system revolutionizing at which the vehicles can transfer 

information on sending a message among one another 

through a wireless means. VANET gives the structure of 

communication on behalf of safety-critical message 

dissemination like emergency messages and beacons. 

VANET is a subdivision of MANET, which offers a 

distinguished approach for Intelligent Transport System 

(ITS). Oncehugeamount of vehicles transmits beaconon a 
high bandwidth; the frequency could be pooped very simply. 

So packet collision occurs. To avoid the occurrence, an 

adaptive beacon broadcast and adaptive congestion control 

conception are presented in this paper. This paper discusses 

the broadcasting of critical messages in VANET through the 

Cognitive agent approach. Its collated emergency message 

from vehicles minimizes the transmission speed and also 

spreads it out to a large area. Most of the existing systems 

only consider the message sending speed and aggregation. In 

this proposed system focus is on the receiver side process 

that addresses “How to spread Message and How to receive 

a message in a large number of vehicles”. So the work 
focuses on accident vehicles and accident areas. When an 

accident occurs in a vehicle, it generates messages 

frequently depending on the sensors. The message will be 

checked by regression mechanism to find out it is critical or 

not; either is critical this goes Road Side Unit (RSU). Then 

RSU will dive into the area with multiple sectors depending 

upon the vehicle density because of the fast transition. It 

provides faster and reliable communication through vehicle-

to-vehicle (VV) and vehicle-to-interface (VI). In VANETs, 

Vehicle to Vehicle communication, it tacks more interfaces 

likes RSU OBU SERVER. Performance of the proposed 
system is evaluated by delay and throughput. 
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Introduction 

VANETs have turned out to be out of the necessitate to help 

creating a number of remote things that would now have the 

capacity to be used as a piece of vehicles. These products 

include far-flung keyless access gadgets, cellular telephones, 

laptops, private digital assistants (PDAs), and cell phones. 

Due to the growing importance of cellular wireless gadgets 

and networks, the for (V2V) Vehicle-to-Vehicle and (V2I) 

Vehicle-to-Infrastructure or (VRC)Vehicle-to-Roadside 

demand. Communication will boom. VANETs can be used 

for a huge variety of protection and non-safety applications; 
they could also be used for price introduced offerings 

consisting of the safety of motors, automatic toll fee, 

handling traffic, advanced routing, vicinity-primarily based 

offerings along with locating the nearby gas station, parking, 

restaurant or inn and also presenting get admission to the 

Internet as commercial programs. Quite a few studies efforts 

were made to observe various issues concerning V2I, V2V, 

and VRC regions as they play a key function in Intelligent 

Transportation Systems (ITSs). In fact, many government 

organizations, industries, investment researchers, and 

educational institutions around the world have carried out 

numerous VANET projects within the closing decade. 
 

 Overview of VANET 

ITS (Intelligent Transportation Systems s) 

In sensible transport frameworks, every vehicle is going 

about as transmitter, receiver, and router to spread records to 

the cars or to the community or the organization, which then 

makes use of the information to assure the protection of 

automobiles and clean float of visitors. In order for 

communications to happen among Road Side (RSU) and 

vehicles devices, cars need to be geared up with a few radio 

interface sort or OBU (On-Board Unit), allowing the 
formation of quick-range wi-fi ad-hoc networks. Vehicles 

must also be prepared with the system to obtain targeted 

position records, using receivers Global Positioning System 

or Differential Global Positioning System (GPS or DGPS). 

Fixed RSUs that are related to the community, must be in the 

vicinity to make smooth conversation. The diverse numbers 

plus division of RSU rely on the conversation protocol for 

http://www.internationaljournalssrg.org/IJCSE/paper-details?Id=450
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use. For example, a few conventions require roadside devices 

to be equitably dispersed more than the road range; some 

need roadside gadgets just at crossing factors, even as others 

needed most effective on the borders.  While this is far 

reasonable to presume that the communications subsist to a 
point with that automobiles have intermittent get entry to, it 

is impracticable to need that cars constantly have access of 

wireless to avenue component. Figures 1, 2, and 3 illustrate 

feasible communiqué configurations in shrewd transport 

structures. These consist of inter-car, car-to-street, and 

communications of vehicle-road routing. Inter-vehicle and 

routing communications depend upon very accurate and 

updated environmental facts, which, in turn, call for using 

specific positioning systems and smart verbal exchange 

etiquette for the alternate of facts. In a surrounding 

community in which the medium of communication is 

common, undependable, and with restrained bandwidth, 
intelligent communique protocols ought to make sure speedy 

and reliable transmission of statistics to all nearby cars. It 

ought to be referred to that intra-car verbal exchange uses 

technologies together with Bluetooth- IEEE 802.15.1, Ultra 

Wide Band- IEEE 802.15.3, Zigbee-IEEE 802.15.4, which 

might be employed for supporting wireless conversation 

interior a vehicle. 

 

Inter-Vehicle Communication 

The inter-vehicle communication arrangement (Figure 1) 

employs multi-hop broadcast /multicast to broadcast website 
online site visitors correlated messages via a couple of hops 

to a collection of receivers 

 

 
Figure 1: Inter-vehicle communication 

 

In frameworks of smart transportation, automobiles merely 

want to be involved by means of sideline on the beforehand 

road and not in the back of . The two message disseminating 

process types in communications of inter-vehicle are 

intelligent broadcasting andnaïve broadcasting. 

In broadcasting naïve, automobiles deliver messages 

broadcast every so often in addition to everyday durations. 

Ahead of the message getting, the cars disregard the 

communication if it has appeared from a car following it. If 

the communications come from a medium in the front, the 

automobile receiving sends its non-public message broadcast 
to motors in the reverse of it. This ensures that everyone 

enables cars to transfer in the path in advance to attain the 

entire message broadcast. The limits of the broadcasting 

approach naïve are that big information of broadcast 

communication is consequently, produced, rising the hazard 

of conflict message resulting in lesser communication 
shipping fees and eminent delivery times. 

Intelligent dissemination with inherent acknowledgment 

tackles the complexity intrinsic in naïve broadcasting 

through limiting the variety of broadcast messages for a 

knowncrisisoccasion. If the vehicle event-detecting receives 

the identical message from in the back of, it assumes that as a 

minimum, one medium in once more has acquired it and 

ceases broadcasting. The idea is that automobiles in the once 

more can be on account for affecting the communication 

along to the motor relaxation. If a vehicle gets a message 

from multiple supplies, it'll act as the principal handles 

message. 
 

 Vehicle-to-roadside communication 

The communication of Vehicle-to-roadside configuration 

(Figure 2) represent a single-hop broadcast 

in which the RSU transmits a broadcast communication to all 

geared-up automobiles in the place. 

 

 
Figure 2: Vehicle-to-roadside communication 

 

The configuration of Vehicle-to-roadside 
communiqueafforda excessive hyperlink bandwidth between 

roadside devices and motors. The roadside gadget might be 

positioned each kilometer or a great deal less, allow 

unnecessary essentials amount to be maintained in visitors of 

the heavy site. As an instance, while dynamic tempo limits 

broadcasting, the RSU will decide the suitable rapidity limit 

along with its timetable internal and conditions of site 

visitors. TheRSU will periodically broadcast a 

communication containing the restriction offer and might 

have a seem at some directional or geographic restrictions 

with vehicle report to make a decision if a pace limit warning 

applies to any of the vehicles in the neighborhood. If a 
violates medium, the preferred speed limit, available might 
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be distributed to the vehicle inside the auditory shape or see 

concern, soliciting for that purpose force decrease his pace. 

 

Routing-based Communication 

The routing-dependent configuration of conversation (Figure 
3) is a multi-hop unicast wherever a communication is 

propagated in a multi-hop manner, the anticipation of vehicle 

transportation the preferential is reached in sequence. 

 

 
Figure 3: Routing-based communication 

 

At the position when the query is got by an owning vehicle 

the snippet coveted of data, the request at that medium sends 

a unicast message promptly contain the information to the 

medium it gets the application form, which is then accused of 

sending assignment to the question source towards. 
 

Related works 

Researchers have to happen to manage with security-related 

difficulties in VANET. The related works are as follows. 

Different specifically assigned VANET routing protocols 

were suggested and addressed at a late stage. VANETs vary 

from other ad-hoc network schemes because of the 

continually evolving network topology and the complexity of 

the vehicle node moving sequence quality. The fundamental 

complexities in integrating standard remote conventions and 

technologies that are not unique to VANETs include aspects 

such as fast vehicle rates, no signal range, increasing traffic 
familiarity, and message heads. Route platooning is a 

successful technology for enhancing route limits, traffic 

health, and performance. Dynamic network topology and 

growing aspects of communication contexts agree on an 

exceptional check for the usage of VANET conventions. The 

variety of packets obtained from the neighboring nodes to the 

vehicle is thought, but the automobile does not realize if the 

packets it sent are efficaciously delivered. Based on the 

surveillance of packets that are just received, a vehicle is able 

to decide the existing neighborhood situations of the 

network. 
Therefore, a car is capable of vigorously adjusting its 

transmission parameters. An approach for cars to 

autonomously and agreeably gather visitors jam records to 

approximate onset time to destination for each automobile 

and the use of inter-automobile communique proposed in. 

Best possible subsequent-hop selection in a path among 

motors for an easy situation of VANETs on a dual 
carriageway is essential to beautify the direction lifetime. In 

the problem of low-latency content material distribution to a 

dense vehicular toll road community from roadside 

information stations, using efficient multi-hop automobile-

to-vehicle association is defined. Models to expect 

automobile parking space habitation based totally on 

statistics exchanged among motors are mentioned. A 

statistics-dissemination scheme that makes use of useless wi-

fi drops as intermediaries between motors are proposed. The 

dynamics of multi-hop disaster message broadcasting in 

VANETs are mentioned. A hybrid scheduling set of rules 

that effectively combines the distribution of more popular 
data (push facts) and broadcasting upon request for much 

less popular statistics (pull records) in uneven surroundings 

is given.  An information switch protocol that could guide 

two varieties of vehicular offerings is proposed[3]. 

Introduced a new architecture known as VMaSC-LTE, 

combining the multi-hop clustering IEEE 802.11p and the 

wireless 4 G network of the fourth generation. Long-term 

deployment (LTE) to meet the DPDR and a low delay for 

minimal use of cellular networks. Problem of dissemination 

of circulating primarily based visitors the usage of getting 

entry to factors as the roadside gadget is tackled. In the 
scheme is proposed for the delivery of emergency services a 

regional multi-hop transmitting network (UMBP). UMBP 

has a current forwarding node sorting scheme utilizing 

iterative partition, minischlitts, and black burned to pick 

neighboring remote nodes easily, and the asynchronous 

conflict between them essentially selects a single forwarding 

node. [13]. Possibility of dispensing reviews about sources 

through VANETs is defined. A new approach to offering 

steady ‘visitor statistics transmission in a VANET is 

given[4], (i.e.) in wi-fi networks with no infrastructure 

further to the cellular hosts are discussed. A new on-grid 

DOA approximation algorithm based on CS strategies 
proposed where the existence of unknown reciprocal 

coupling is significant. The vectorizing operator extends the 

array opening to account for the transparency deficit by 

discarding the data obtained by the arrester. This paper 

proposes an off-grid DOA estimation algorithm focused on 

sparse Bayesian analysis (SBL) to tackle the effect of grid 

malfunction. [5]. Separate channel management is employed 

in DSRC (Dedicated Short Range Communications) for 

applications protection-associated. A whole examination of 

application necessities and tribulations of local chance 

concerns in VANETs are described [6]. This essay discusses 
the transfer of data from car-to-vehicle (V2V) through 

network coding on two-way road networks where vehicles 

are going in opposite directions. [7]. Key factors affecting 

caution message transport like transmission variety, radio 

propagation model, and density of automobiles are 
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studied[8]. A scheme of SBR (Street Broadcast Reduction) 

that mitigates the printed hurricane problem in VANETs is 

offered. SBR reduces the warning message notification time 

and increases the variety of motors that can be 

knowledgeable approximately the alert. Intersection-based 
totally routing protocol to discover a minimum delay routing 

direction in numerous car densities is discussed[9]. In an 

intersection-dependent routing protocol, motors reroute every 

packet in step with real-time avenue conditions on the 

intersections is dependent on the shifting course of the next 

automobile[10]. 

The clustering-based critical information gathering and 

dissemination mechanisms, using Belief Desire Intention 

based cognitive agent model to incorporate mobile agents to 

carry critical information. Cognitive agent acts as intelligent 

autonomous agents that collect the critical information crop 

up in the cluster and aggregates with regression 
mechanism[1]in Vanets are discussed. 

 

Channel Assignment Problem In Wireless 

NetworksComparisonSurveys 

The channel task trouble has been deliberated in diverse 

wireless networks. So, there subsist surveys on project 

channel problems for unique wireless networks [19]. 

However, a complete review of the channel venture trouble 

in all styles of CRN is offered in this paper. In this phase, the 

prevailing surveys carried out at the channel undertaking 

process for numerous wireless network is compared. The 
survey papers on channel venture hassle provided in 

[23,24]cover multi-channel challenge prevailing surveys. 

Table I gives a comparative precise of current surveys on the 

channel challenge hassle in wi-fi networks protocols and 

challenge for WSNs process; after that, the author contrast 

the mission channel for WSN protocols depending on the 

proposed taxonomy. In the paper [21], a survey on multi-

radio, multi-channel task hassle in Wireless Mesh Networks 

(WMNs) has been carried out. Their works best cowl the 

channel assignment schemes speak multi-channel 

conversation in wi-fi sensor networks (WSNs), respectively. 

The work presents a taxonomy of channels for traditional 
WMNs. However, we cowl the channel challenge hassle in 

exceptional sorts of CRNs consisting of CRAHNs, CRCNs, 

CRSNs, CWLANs, and CWMNs. The surveys carried out in 

[25,29]cowl the channel assignment in conventional mobile-

cellular networks. In the paper[27], a taxonomy based on 

solving strategies is discussed. Thereafter, the authors 

compare the channel task solutions based totally on call for 

vectors and required bandwidth. In the paper[34], the channel 

allocation algorithms based totally on channel venture 

approach and execution platform are classified.  

In the paper[33], a survey on channel mission schemes for 
infrastructure-based totally 802. Eleven WLANs are carried 

out. The authors categorized the channel task schemes into 

categories: a) channel undertaking schemes in centrally 

controlled surroundings and b) channel task schemes in an 

uncoordinated environment. In the paper[26], the maximum 

simple strategies for modeling the spectrum venture problem 

and the country-of-the art spectrum venture algorithms inside 

the CRNs are presented. The studies show the paintings 

highlight open troubles and demanding situations inside the 

area. Nevertheless, the work best focuses on the channel 
choice standards and fails to talk about the troubles springing 

up from the channel project at the whole network 

performance. Our survey investigates the trendy channel task 

algorithms designed for exceptional varieties of CRNs 

primarily based on primary channel assignment design 

troubles, along with the stability and the connectivity which 

can be inherited from the channel venture algorithms in the 

wireless domain. Our paintings critically opinionate the 

cutting-edge channel project algorithms in the CRNs. The 

current channel assignment algorithms are classified through 

a thematic taxonomy. The devised taxonomy will help the 

researchers of the area to understand the trouble truly and not 
to forget all of the huge aspects of channel venture problem 

within the CRNs at the same time as designing channel 

mission answers. Additionally, the similarities and 

differences of such channel task algorithms through 

evaluating them based totally on crucial parameters, which 

include design dependencies, channel fashions, task 

strategies, execution fashions, solving processes, 

synchronization requirements, and targets of the algorithms 

are looked into. The contrast of the channel challenge 

algorithms will be a useful resource to the network operators 

and deployment managers to choose and hire the channel 
venture algorithm that may meet their requirements in the 

phrases of application performance. 

 

Table 1:Existing Surveys Comparison on Problem of 

Channel Assignment in Wireless Networks 

Survey categorization Parameters 

Comparison  

Assignment of 

Channel 

Strategies 

hybrid channel 

assignment, 

Fixed channel 

assignment, and 

dynamic 

channel 
assignment 

 

Switching 

time, 

connectivity, 

ripple effect, 

and control 

attitude 

Method of 

channel 

Assignment  

distributed and 

Centralized 

channel 

assignment 

Input, physical 

model, metric, 

gateway, 

objective, 

ripple effect, 

heuristic 

method, fault 

tolerance, 

routing, 

fairness, 

channel 
oscillations, 

and testbed. 
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Scheme of 

channel 

Assignment  

uncoordinated 

environment 

and 

environment of 

Centrally 

managed. 

Deployment 

nature, 

solution, 

channel type, 

scalability, and 

interference. 

Multi-channel 
Communication 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Control channel, 
Assignment 

method, 

medium access, 

broadcast 

implementation, 

support, channel 

model, 

interference 

model, 

synchronization, 

and objective. 

Based on 
taxonomy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Channel 

Assignment 
Problem 

Solving 

approach 

required 

Demand 
vectors, 

bandwidth  

 

Algorithm of 

Channel 

allotment 

distributed and 

Centralized 

channel 

assignment. 

distributed, 

Fixed, and 

hybrid channel 

assignment,  

channel 

allocation, 

Complexity, 

implementation 

cost, 

scalability, 

traffic 

distribution, 

efficiency, 

network 
awareness, 

acquisition 

delay, and 

robustness 

Assignment 

spectrum 

approaches of 

Selection 

criteria, 

challenges, and 

techniques 

No complete 

comparison, 

Just 

highlighted 

disadvantages, 

advantages, 

objectives, and 

characteristics 

 

Proposed work: 

Multiple non-overlapped channels are available in VANET 

but are not often used these days in wi-multi-hop networks. 

VANET is a unique kind of multi-hop advert hoc community 

and aims to envision imparting high power and big 

insurance. Considering the truth that protection of 

connectivity in a multi-hop VANET is essential and 

congestion within the community is not always an obstacle, 

it is advised to use a congestion conscious channel access 

(CA) based totally on critical message transmission, RTS, 

CTS, and RCRfor VANET. The metric considers the 

handshake of CSMA/CA method. It is included in a Multi-

channel VANET for its vast usage. The CA scheme applied 

is cluster-based totally with VANET. The impact of each of 

these factors is blended to shape an unmarried transmission-

based totally metric referred to as the burden metric (LM). 
The LM then represents a load of a particular channel and is 

used to evaluate the throughput ability of one channel over 

another. The intention is that it will select the great channel - 

for a given RSU even as minimizing interference in this 

sector each and every node to communicate with a 

distributed model. Vehicles are communicated with their 

own neighbors based on hello packet transmission. When the 

hello packet is received, the node will select one hope 

neighbor to be communicated using DSRC based. If an 

accident occurs, when the vibrating sensor is activated, then 

the message transmission time will be reduced. That time the 

node sends the critical message and searches the nearest RUS 
(Road Side Unit) using the Regression algorithm. The RSU 

finds the vehicle-based distance using broadcasting the hello 

message. In the previous process of broadcasting, the critical 

message is used, and so collusion and delay will be taken. 

But in the proposed system, a vector-based forwarding 

algorithm is used for transmitting the packet. In a vector-

based mechanism, one hop in the direction of RSU is found 

based on this mechanism to transmit the packet to RSU. 

RSU, after receiving the packet, the area under the control of 

that RSU will divide into Multiple based on population using 

Multi sectored algorithm and broadcast the packet to all RSU 
and servers. The server conveys the message to the nearest 

ambulance, fire station, and police station. 

 

Enhanced Hybrid Dual Channel Algorithm (EHDC) 

 





n

n

rrcp NDBCA
1

)1)(/(

 
Ap=>Allaction Probability 

Dr=> Data Rate 

Cc =>Channel Capacity 

B => Bandwidth 

Nr => Noise Rate 

N => Number of Vehicles 

Nr=Noise Ratio/CSI 

Cc=Energy/CSI 

 

Algorithm 

The steps of algorithm implementation are as shown: (where 
Nsignifies Number of nodes and Nidenotes a Node). 

Step 1: Let generation g = 0 evolutional and let network size 

be size(s), random initialization number of vehicles N(g) = 

{N1(g), N2(g) ⋯Ns(g)}. 

Step 2: By the node prototype mapping, every antibody will 

be mapped for consequent matrix Allocation; this was, a 

probable scheme of spectrum allocation. 
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Step 3: The allocation possibility produced ‘Ap’ in 2ndStep 

meets the Cc requirement tentatively. Consequently, it was 

revised. The procedure of implementation is: for some m, if 

cn,k,m = 1, it checks whether the elements in line n and k of the 

column m are equal to 1 simultaneously. If so, set one of the 
two factors to 0 at subjective one and remain the opposite 

unchanged. In this way, the matrix Apallocation acquired is a 

possible answer. Meanwhile, N(g) must be up to date 

through mapping the corresponding antibody. 

Step 4: Compute the s channels affinity in N(g) and arrange 

them in a descending sort. Apparently, the resultant matrix 

‘Ap’allocation of the antibody whose affinity value is the 

biggest of all is namely the scheme of optimal allocation. 

Step 5: The process terminates once the iterations number 

reaches the threshold set (gmax). Mapping the vehicles is 

done with maximum value affinity in the vehicles from total 
nodes number to N, that is, the allocation of the optimal 

spectrum (the focus of this article). Otherwise, go to Step 6. 

Step 6:  depending on the pm, the probability of the simple 

selection process is carried out in a number of channels; then 

obtain the node from the total number of nodes N′′(g). 

Step 7:  If the number of nodes size is greater than s, a new 

channel will be selected. Otherwise, the new channel is 

formed from the total number of channels. Then go to Step 2. 

 

Modules 

Network Architecture 
In our proposed scheme, take into account V2V verbal 

exchange for protection-related statistics as traffic 

optimization messages are typically broadcast by RSUs 

through V2I communication. The vehicle from dynamic non-

overlapping agencies relyies upon their using pattern and 

closeness. Each vehicle is ready with Global positioning 

Systems (GPS), Trusted Component(TC), and OBUs that are 

able to quick live nameless public/non-public key pairs. The 

newly generated key pairs are self-licensed. Consequently, it 

does not depend on any fixed infrastructures for key 

certification. The keys may be authenticated with the aid of 

the receiver (organization chief in this case) and maybe 
revoked later. 

V2V Communication 

Communications between motors are seen as an answer for 

street delivery problems, together with accidents, 

inefficiencies, site visitors’ congestions, fuel consumption, 

and exhaust emissions. However, earlier than implementing 

this kind of answer, some initial evaluation is needed. First, 

the most convenient communications technologies need to be 

decided on for every application, and particular 

communications architecture should be deployed to guide 

such services. Standardization is vital for a hit deployment. 
The quantity of records that may be delivered among motors 

and different avenue customers is pretty excessive. This 

reality can also produce technical and realistic troubles. 

Furthermore, the penetration fee amongst motors is 

important for acquiring extensive consequences. This Special 

Issue aims to cowl the latest advances in linked motors, V2V 

communications, and VANET. Topics, consisting of 

standardization and communications protection and Field 

Operational Tests are also relevant issues that ought to be 

addressed. 

 

Critical message 

The vehicular conversation version consists of vehicles 

having a transmission range of hundreds. These vehicles will 

be authenticated that allows us to speak securely with other 

automobiles in their range. If there might be unequal node 

density, then a nearby coordinator might be decided on 

according to greater channel allocation. In ECA, this twin 

channel picks out the channel for other motors in that phase. 

Whole message uses the contemporary channel. Each 

channel has an extra number of transmissions in the course of 

which automobiles will transmit beacons. The two important 

categories of safety-required information in VANETs are 
beacons and emergency messages. Beacons are the ordinary 

periodic fame messages that approximate car pace, speed, 

identification vicinity, and so forth, and emergency messages 

are generated while a vehicle detects an emergency situation. 

According to DSRC, each automobile generates beacons 

periodically. So, if the vehicle density could be very 

excessive, then the channel gets congested without difficulty. 

So, congestion within the communique channel has to be 

detected. After congestion detection, if there is an emergency 

message, then a new channel reservation is offered to the 

automobile, which generates the emergency message. This 
can be finished by using EHCA based reservation gadget in 

the verbal exchange channel. If the cars in the section have a 

low load, the same channel could be used. This is achieved 

by using intersegment statistics transfer. The channel can be 

slotted by using a hybrid channel allocation model. Each 

phase has a number of transmissions, and cars can transmit 

their beacon in that transmission period. 

 

Channel Selection 

In this algorithm, co-channel interference is prevented via 

assigning the channels to the base station provided that no 

neighboring cars gather the same channel. After acquiring 
the channel, each car acquires the channel. In order to collect 

the channel, every vehicle has to keep the storage records 

table. Base station gets the right of entry to only the partition 

of the desk. For instance, ifv1 gathers (c1), then v1 has to 

search the channel while an important message generates. 

Due to this, the time required for allocating a channel is two. 

The facts desk is a dimensional desk that contains the data 

approximately channel usage for itself and its neighboring 

cars. 

 

Simulation results and performance comparison  
This section offers the performance assessment of our 

technique. To prove the context information usefulness, it is 

selected to evaluate the performance of this approach.  

 

Simulation parameters    
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Simulation time  50s  

Transmission rate  54Mbps  

Playground Dimensions  1300m x 700m  

Routing protocols  NCABAT, MAODV  

Number of nodes  60  

Transmission range  150m  

Mac type  IEEE802.11p  

 
 

Simulation 

Time 

Regression CDA-

DV  

EHDC 

0 0 0 0 

10 3 1 0.85 

20 4.2 1.3 0.9 

30 5.8 1.6 1.15 

40 6 2 1.8 

50 6.1 2.2 2 

                    Table 2:  End-to-End Delay 

 
 

Simulation 

Time 

Regression CDA-

DV  

EHDC 

0 0 0 0 

10 21 25 37 

20 36 40 48 

30 48 54 68 

40 55 66 79 

50 68 78 85 

Table 3: Packet Delivery Ratio(%) 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4:Packet Transmission 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                      Table 5:Packet Transmission Delay 

 

Simulation 

Time 

Regrssion CDA-

DV  

EHDC 

0 0 0 0 

10 6512 6562 7123 

20 7218 7512 7922 

30 8914 9012 9687 

40 9500 9651 10257 

50 10112 10815 11594 

Simulation 

Time 

Regrssion CDA-

DV  

EHDC 

0 0 0 0 

10 3.5 2 1.8 

20 3.9 2.6 2.1 

30 4.4 3.2 2.8 

40 5 3.8 3.4 

50 5.1 4 3.9 
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Finally, the result shows that the performance of the 

proposed system is achieved with a high rate of data 

dissemination using cognitive agents when compared against 

the existing system. 
 

Conclusion 

In this paper, the various types of communications such as 

V-V, V-Road side, Routing based are discussed in detail. 

The comparison of existing surveys on Channel Assignment 

Problem in Wireless Networks is elaborated. The proposed 

system, Enhanced Hybrid Dual Channel Algorithm (EHDC), 

is explained with the algorithm and the modules. Simulation 

results are compared with the existing system, and the 

proposed system achieves a high rate of data dissemination. 
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